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1) That Overview and Scrutiny Committee note the contents of the report and the presentation

1. Background 

1.1. One of the important roles Local Authorities have played in the economic response 
to the pandemic, has been the distribution of grants to smaller businesses through 
several Central Government schemes. 

1.2. At a national level, the broad policy intention behind these interventions has been to 
provide unrestricted cash grants to reflect the challenges smaller businesses faced 
in servicing fixed costs during the national lockdown. The three related schemes 
have been: 

 Small Business Grants (SBG) – £10k grants to businesses eligible for Small 
Business Rate Relief. 

 Retail, Hospitality and & Leisure Grants (RHLG) – for businesses eligible for 
a discount under the business rates Expanded Retail Discount Scheme, who 
could receive either £10k (if their Rateable Value was less than £15,001) or 
£25k (if their Rateable Value was between £15,001 and £51k). 

 Local Authority Discretionary Grants (LADG) – which gave Local Authorities 
control of a small pot of money to provide grants to those who were ineligible 
under SBG or RHLG.  

1.3. The government made a series of headline assumptions using VOA data which 
inferred the likely number of eligible businesses in each billing authority, and 
distributed funds directly to Councils to issue. 

1.4. Over the course of the schemes the Government produced several iterations of 
detailed guidance and criteria, however, the core requirements were that: 

 Recipients had to be the registered ratepayer on 11th March 2020
 Businesses had to still be a going concern going into lockdown 



 Businesses had to complete a declaration form, to ensure compliance, 
particularly with regard to State Aid. 

2. Breckland Response 

2.1. To manage the process a joint team was created from Regeneration, Anglia 
Revenues Partnership (ARP) and Finance. This was increased using redeployed 
staff from across Breckland. 

2.2. A web-form was created on the Breckland website, which allowed businesses to 
apply directly. Baseline data was extracted from the ARP databases, which 
identified there were likely around 2,600 hereditaments locally which could be 
eligible for one of the core grants. 

2.3. A government allocation of £30,588,000 was provided to cover the early national 
estimate of monies required. 

2.4. An assurance / counter-fraud process was implemented with confirmatory data 
being required to trigger a payment, and a series of assurance and fraud checks 
carried out to help safeguard the process. 

2.5. An Acquisition Team was setup to help encourage applications. Significant effort 
was made in reaching businesses including press and social media promotion 
campaigns, emails, phone calls, and postal letters to businesses. Plus, a further 
‘case management’ style for harder to reach businesses, which included in person 
visits and internet research. All of which was complemented by input and support 
from ward members and officers from across the Council. 

2.6. An appeals and query’s process was established, with a dedicated shared mailbox 
(covid.grants@breckland.gov.uk). Guidance allowed that in cases where it was 
factually clear to the Local Authority on  11th March 2020 that the rating list was 
inaccurate on that date, corrections were sought with ARP and the Valuation 
Office wherever possible within the rules set out centrally. 

2.7. Through the LADG a Breckland policy was implemented which provided support to: 

2.7.1. Government-Priority-Listed Businesses: Bed and Breakfasts; Regular Market 
Traders; businesses in shared spaces / flexible workspaces. With awards of 
between £2,000 - £10,000 (depending upon the size of the business and the 
hardship experienced due to Coivd-19-imposed trading conditions). 

2.7.2. Small Businesses and Charities (including home-based businesses) who have 
suffered significant hardship due to Covid-19 and are important to the local 
economy / local recovery. With grant awards made of up-to £10,000, considering 
fixed costs.  

3. Evaluation & KPIs 

3.1. The headline outturn position for the three Breckland schemes is:



SBG RHLG10 RHLG25 LADG Total
Eligible 2017 365 224 200 2806
Paid (#) 1880 337 216.4 198 2631.4
% Est. Eligible Paid 93.21% 92.33% 96.61% 99.00% 93.78%
% Eligible Applied Paid 100% 100% 100% 99% 99%
Paid (£) £18,800,000 £3,370,000 £5,400,000 £1,433,750 £29,003,750

3.2. Whilst the outturn position is less than 100% of potentially eligible businesses 
receiving grants, this is largely down to the fact that many of the 6% unpaid were 
technically potentially eligible, but never likely to claim due to being a large 
national chain and likely over the State Aid limit had they claimed in all authorities. 

3.3. We were able to establish our initial RHLG and SBG on 26th March (less than 10 
days after the funding being confirmed by the Chancellor). Our LADG was live by 
26th May, within a few days of the national guidance being issued. With 
RHLG/SBG we had made 40% of payments within the first two weeks, 70% within 
the first four weeks, and 80% within the first six. Throughout most of the period we 
were in the top bracket of Local Authorities in terms of progression against 
eligibility. For the LADG we were one of the first to fully commit our allocation in 
the region.   

3.4. SBG, RHLG and LADG are now officially closed, and no more payments can be 
made under them. As the total paid out was slightly under the original Government 
estimate (by £1,584,250) a reconciliation process will be undertaken with MHCLG 
to return any un-spendable monies. 

3.5. We have been working jointly with the Police and national agencies as part of our 
counter-fraud work. Positively we have only identified a handful of potentially 
fraudulent claims which are now in recovery. 

3.6. Given the pace at which the schemes were designed and implemented nationally, 
and then interpreted and rolled out locally, it was not without challenges. The main 
issues for Breckland being: 

- Data – challenging as the rates database was not intended for this purpose, and 
there were some gaps in information 

- Contacting businesses – which was challenging, given many were not in their 
premises and the email / phone data held was limited 

- Guidance – which evolved over the course of the schemes, as nationally BEIS / 
MHCLG learned more about how it was working 

- Eligibility – which was frequently challenging where the spirit of the funding was 
not in line with the eligibility criteria, often around businesses which were not on 
the rates list or self-identified as being in RHLG but were not eligible under the 
national Expanded Retail Discount Scheme.

3.7. Many lessons have been learned and captured, to be applied to future processes. 
These include: responding whilst waiting for guidance; capturing bare minimum 
information in simple forms; working with agile teams using single databases; 
maintaining a stronger live list of business details.



4. Wider Context 

4.1. The distribution of Covid-19 grants sits in the context of the work plan for the 
Economy & Growth Cell, which has the overall responsibility for supporting 
economic resilience through the pandemic, whilst also ensuring growth and ability 
to build back stronger in the future. The key elements of this work plan include:

 Supporting Market Towns – through activity including: the Confidence 
Campaign; investment in new infrastructure; the new EnjoyDiscoverExplore 
campaign; business support programmes including Breckland Digital 
Highstreets and the Capacity Expansion and PPE Support Programmes for 
Hospitality businesses. 

 Supporting Business – which outside of Covid-19 grants includes advice, 
guidance, e-bulletins, and specific support packages with partners such as 
CNTC.

 Supporting Individuals – which includes dedicated start-up support programmes 
and grants, as well as 1:1 employability support

 Supporting Growth – which includes activity like the Snetterton and Thetford 
Growth Programmes, and the Town Delivery Plans work. 

4.2. Further, we are now actively applying the lessons learned through the initial Covid 
grants programmes, as we manage the new Local Restrictions Support Grants 
and Additional Restrictions Grants due to the latest restrictions, and make-ready 
for further requirements as the restrictions change. 
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